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substantial effect on the formation of large im-
pact basins (9–12, 16, 21). Our best-fitting model
uses an impactor with a diameter of 64 km, a pre-
impact crustal thickness of 52 km, and a linear
thermal gradient of 14 K/km from a surface

temperature of 300 K. The thermal structure
transitions to an adiabat of ~0.04 K/km at tem-
peratures exceeding 1300 K (fig. S1) and is con-
sistent with the lunar thermal structure ~4 billion
years ago (17, 21).

Our model provides insight into the extent
and temporal progression of excavation and
crustal disruption, including the timing and
formation of Orientale’s rings (Fig. 1). The im-
pact first produces a bowl-shaped crater with
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Fig. 1. Time series for the best-fitting model of Orientale crater col-
lapse and ring formation. Material positions are colored according to their
total plastic strain. The origin marks the point of impact. The thin black
curves mark material interfaces (e.g., crust-mantle interface). Movie S1 is an
animation of this figure.

Fig. 2. A vertically exaggerated time series of the formation of
Orientale basin, highlighting the ring faults, formation of the
Inner Rook, and material provenance. Thin lines connect tracer
particles, which track the motion of a parcel of material, that were
initially at equal depths. Before the impact, these lines are parallel
with a constant spacing of 2 km. Gray curves represent material
from pre-impact depths of 0 to 10 km; dark blue, 10 to 20 km;
magenta, 20 to 30 km; red, 30 to 40 km; blue, 40 to 50 km. The
black curves represent mantle material. For clarity, lines are not
drawn if the next nearest tracer is more than 50 km away.The upper
thick blue and lower thick red curves mark model topography and
the crust-mantle interface, respectively. The thick vertical gray lines
mark the distance from the basin center where the present-day rings
of Orientale are observed at the surface. Elevation and distance are
with respect to a sphere, so that unperturbed material appears as a
series of horizontal lines. This figure shows results for the best-fitting
model.
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Impact jetting as the origin of chondrules
Brandon C. Johnson1, David A. Minton2, H. J. Melosh2 & Maria T. Zuber1

Chondrules are the millimetre-scale, previously molten, spherules
found in most meteorites1. Before chondrules formed, large differ-
entiating planetesimals had already accreted2. Volatile-rich olivine
reveals that chondrules formed in extremely solid-rich environments,
more like impact plumes than the solar nebula3–5. The unique chon-
drules in CB chondrites probably formed in a vapour-melt plume
produced by a hypervelocity impact6 with an impact velocity greater
than 10 kilometres per second. An acceptable formation model for
the overwhelming majority of chondrules, however, has not been
established. Here we report that impacts can produce enough chon-
drules during the first five million years of planetary accretion to
explain their observed abundance. Building on a previous study of
impact jetting7, we simulate protoplanetary impacts, finding that
material is melted and ejected at high speed when the impact velo-
city exceeds 2.5 kilometres per second. Using a Monte Carlo accre-
tion code, we estimate the location, timing, sizes, and velocities of
chondrule-forming impacts. Ejecta size estimates8 indicate that jetted
melt will form millimetre-scale droplets. Our radiative transfer models
show that these droplets experience the expected cooling rates of ten
to a thousand kelvin per hour9,10. An impact origin for chondrules
implies that meteorites are a byproduct of planet formation rather
than leftover building material.

Recent work shows that the iSALE hydrocode11,12 is capable of mod-
elling the extreme process of impact jetting7. While previous models
focused on impacts between strengthless fluid bodies7, here we determine
the effect that porosity and material strength have on the jetting pro-
cess (Methods). Using iSALE we simulate vertical impacts of initially
fractured dunite impactors of 1%, 10%, and 25% porosity and 10-km
diameter on flat targets at impact velocity vimp 5 1–6 km s21 stepping up
by 0.5 km s21 (Methods). Later, we scale our results to larger impactor
sizes using hydrodynamic similarity13. We find that no melted material
(Methods) ejected above escape velocity is resolved for impacts with
vimp , 2.5 km s21, assuming that vimp/vesc is between 0.5 and 2, where
vesc is the escape velocity. During the impact simulation shown in Fig. 1,
a total mass of material equivalent to ,1% of the impactor’s mass is melted
and ejected at higher than escape velocity for an assumed vimp/vesc 5 1.

As shown in Fig. 1, jetting melts and ejects near-surface material at
high velocity. Thermal modelling and palaeomagnetism of chondrites
indicate that some differentiated planetesimals had outer shells of undif-
ferentiated material14. If this near-surface material is undifferentiated,
jetting will produce chondrules with primitive compositions15. This is
in contrast to other models that rely on splashing during low-velocity
(vimp < 10–100 m s21) collisions between already molten planetesimals16,17.
It is doubtful that ejection of previously molten and differentiated2 mate-
rial would produce chemically unfractionated chondrules18. Moreover,
collisional splashing creates ‘droplets’ that are approximately 40 m in
diameter (Methods). Previous size estimates16, which agreed with observed
chondrule sizes, neglected the effect of decompression heating19.

Using the GAME Monte Carlo accretion code20 we are able to deter-
mine where and when chondrule-forming impacts will occur. We model
a typical minimum mass solar nebula (MMSN) and a three times more
massive nebula (3MMSN), both of which extend from 0.4 astronomical
units (AU) to 4 AU (ref. 20). Initially, solid bodies have a main-belt-like

size frequency distribution between 100 km and 1,000 km in diameter21

(Methods). In addition to these bodies, our models include the eccen-
tricity damping effect of nebular gas20. As Fig. 2 shows, chondrule-forming
impacts occur about 103–104 yr into the simulation. Assuming that the
initial conditions of our model correspond to the time of CAI forma-
tion tCAI, this timing of chondrule formation is consistent with the age
of the oldest chondrules, tCAI 6 0.4 million years (Myr) (ref. 22).

The target bodies for impacts with vimp , 2.5 km s21 are planetary
embryos more massive than the Moon. This explains how impacts,

1Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts02139, USA. 2Department of Earth, Atmospheric,
and Planetary Sciences, Purdue University, 550 Stadium Mall Drive, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907, USA.
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Figure 1 | Jetting of melted material during an accretionary impact. A time
series showing a 1% porous projectile 10 km in diameter striking a target at
3 km s21. Material is coloured according to its temperature at the time shown.
The origin is the collision site. In a the jet is just beginning to form, 0.3 s into the
impact. Panel b shows a well-formed hot jet 0.8 s into the impact. Panel c
roughly shows the end of jetting, when the projectile penetrates halfway into the
target. The fastest ejecta have a velocity of about 6 km s21, or twice the impact
velocity. The figure was produced using iSALEPlot.
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